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HAMLET: Do you see yonder cloud that’s almost in shape of a camel?
LORD POLONIUS: By the mass, and ‘tis like a camel, indeed.
HAMLET: Methinks it is like a weasel.
LORD POLONIUS: It is backed like a weasel.
HAMLET: Or like a whale?
LORD POLONIUS: Very like a whale.

-Hamlet, Act III, Scene II

If trial litigation is the art of persuasion, demonstrative tools are one of the practitioner’s most powerful brushes. This article will address the effective use of demonstrative exhibits and aids under Michigan law. It will also focus on the different standards used for presentation to a jury of demonstrative exhibits versus demonstrative aids and the way in which the possibly more forgiving standard for presenting demonstrative aids can be used to the trial lawyer’s advantage.

As used in this article, the term “demonstrative exhibit” refers to tangible pieces of information that are not in the form of a document (e.g., charts, videotapes, models, computer graphics) and that are offered for submission to the jury as a marked exhibit. A “demonstrative aid” is also a tangible piece of information but it differs from a demonstrative exhibit in that an aid is not submitted to the jury for reference during deliberation and, thus, the threshold for presentation of an aid may be lower. Both demonstrative exhibits and aids would qualify as demonstrative tools. Only the demonstrative exhibit, however, would satisfy the formal definition of “evidence.”

Demonstrative exhibits and aids share a focus on the visual. Images are much more powerful and have a greater impact than words. The combination of aural and visual presentation is better still. Studies show that when people merely hear information, they recall only about 10 percent of what they heard. By contrast, approximately 85 percent of information is retained by those exposed to the combination of testimony and visual images. In addition to the benefits from their visual impact and effect on retention, demonstrative exhibits and aids provide a method for guiding the inept or inarticulate witness and can bring various strands of evidence into a cohesive whole.

New technologies have only increased the opportunities and challenges to the modern litigator. Graphics software, such as Microsoft's Powerpoint or Corel’s Presentations, allows attorneys to create effective charts, graphs, diagrams, slides, and transparencies. Photos, documents, or videos may be scanned into the computer to assist in the production of such
graphics. Programs such as Doar’s Anix Litigation Suite can add 3-D animation to electronic graphics, recreating everything from products to accidents or medical scenes.

Modes of presentation are no longer limited to charts, blowups, or overhead projector transparencies. Visual presenters or “Elmos”—essentially a camera mounted on a sliding track—can project any type of physical evidence on a television screen for easy viewing by the jury. Computers can be hooked up directly to television monitors, allowing the presenter to zoom in on particular images or highlighted text. Document manager programs such as Summation or Trial Director can create a computerized filing and retrieval system that makes the projection of such images easy and efficient.

STANDARDS FOR USE AT TRIAL

Whether they are to be formally admitted into evidence or used solely as an aid, demonstrative tools generally must be relevant and fair. There is a distinction that a practitioner can try to make between demonstrative exhibits and aids to increase the likelihood that a demonstrative aid will be presented to a jury.

Demonstrative Evidence

To be admissible, demonstrative exhibits must satisfy the same criteria that a document intended as an exhibit must satisfy. As detailed below the governing provisions are Michigan Rules of Evidence 401, 403, 611, and 901. To be admissible, a demonstrative exhibit must be relevant, probative, and authenticated. Moreover, it must satisfy the rules concerning hearsay (MRE 801-806). Finally if the demonstrative exhibit is presented in summary form, it must satisfy MRE 1006.

Whether the demonstrative exhibit is generated by new technology or old, the trial judge has great discretion in deciding if counsel may present such evidence to the jury. The judge’s decision will not be reversed unless the appeals court finds both an abuse of discretion and that such error was prejudicial.

Relevance under MRE 401 requires that evidence has some “tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of consequence to the determination of the action more probable [than not].” This is a de minimis requirement. Under Rule 403, however, the trial court can exclude evidence, even if relevant, if it finds that its “probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay waste of time, or needless presentation of cumulative evidence.”

To increase the likelihood of admission, counsel should be prepared to demonstrate that his presentation can be easily set up without undue disruption. In the case of more complex presentations such as computer animations, the exhibit should be previously disclosed to opposing counsel. Otherwise, the judge may find that opposing counsel would be prejudiced
by his inability to challenge the assumptions or accuracy of the exhibit or to effectively cross-
examine the presenting witness.

In many cases, it would be advisable for counsel to file a motion in limine for approval of his demonstrative exhibit before trial. Such a motion can address the logistics of the necessary equipment in the courtroom and the relevance of the evidence. The motion also may suggest limiting instructions—for example, that the exhibit is not intended to be a precise simulation but is offered only to illustrate certain general principles. Seeking prior approval will stymie opposing counsel’s argument for prejudice and enable counsel to make alternative plans if approval is withheld. Finally prior approval will maximize the likelihood that counsel can obtain reimbursement for his exhibits as part of costs.¹³

Authentication under Rule 901 requires that the evidence “is what the proponent claims.”¹⁴ What is sufficient authentication varies with the type of evidence.¹⁵ For example, for a physical item, such as a sample seatbelt, authentication requires that the demonstrative exhibit be a “fair and accurate” depiction of the original.¹⁶ Authentication for a computer animation, on the other hand, generally requires testimony of a qualified expert and, in some instances, showing that the computer is functioning properly the input was complete and accurate, and the program is generally accepted by the appropriate community of scientists.¹⁷

A leading case on authentication in Michigan, Lopez v General Motors Corp,¹⁸ addressed the showing required for recreation or simulation evidence. In Lopez, the plaintiff brought suit for injuries from a car accident, alleging that the defendant’s seat belt restraint system failed on impact.¹⁹ At trial, the judge allowed into evidence the defendant’s two videos of crash tests that used dummies and an impact sled.²⁰ The experiment differed from the facts of the accident in the angle and speed of impact, the weight and nature of the driver, and the thickness of the fender.²¹ The defendant’s expert used the videotapes to suggest that even with a properly operating restraint system, a person in an accident similar to the plaintiff’s would be expected to receive the type of injuries plaintiff incurred.²²

After a verdict for the defendant, the initial appellate panel reversed.²³ Constrained by Administrative Order No. 1996-4,²⁴ it ruled that under Sumner v General Motors Corp,²⁵ admission of the videotapes was improper.²⁶ The court stated that because the tapes addressed an issue central to the case (whether the seat restraint operated properly during plaintiff’s accident) and were visually compelling, they had to meet the “faithful reproduction” or “virtual identity” standard required for re-creation evidence.²⁷

The conflict panel convened pursuant to Administrative Order No. 1996-4 reinstated the judgment in favor of the defendant.²⁸ The panel found that the original Lopez panel and the Sumner court failed to distinguish between re-creation evidence, evidence used to show how an event occurred, and demonstrative evidence used to illustrate general principles.²⁹ Only the first two had to meet the “faithful reproduction” standard requiring “virtual identity” between proffered evidence and the event that evidence purports to recreate.³⁰ Demonstrative evidence used to assist the testimony of a witness or to illustrate general principles only had to meet the
“substantial similarity” test of *Smith v Grange Mut Fire Ins Ca*, 234 Mich 119, 208 NW 145 (1926).31

As the court explained,

*It is not necessary. . . that the conditions be exactly identical, but a reasonable or substantial similarity is sufficient, and the lack of exact identity affects only the weight and not the competency of the evidence, provided always that there is such a degree of similarity that [the evidence will assist the jury].*32

The court added that the “substantial similarity” rule, focusing as it does on whether the evidence will aid the jury is best understood as merely establishing the threshold requirement of relevancy embodied in MRE 401.33 The court concluded that admission of the videotapes was not an abuse of discretion since plaintiff had ample opportunity to and did point out to the jury the differences between the test conditions and the conditions of her accident.34 Thus, in Michigan, the distinction between demonstrative evidence of general principles and re-creation evidence is critical.

**Demonstrative Aids**

Sometimes counsel may want to use demonstrative aids during argument or to assist a witness without seeking formal admittance.35 Courts have recognized the value of such aids and have “encouraged” their use when it would help the jury understand the issues at trial.36 The wise use of demonstrative aids can be a strong tool of persuasion. Unlike formally admitted evidence, a demonstrative aid will typically not need to pass through the same gaunt-lets that demonstrative exhibits would. This is because the demonstrative aid, unlike the exhibit, is intended to substitute for or complement a trial lawyer’s spoken word. Thus, logically if a trial lawyer can say it during the appropriate time at trial, he should also be able to show it.

This differing standard presents a window of opportunity to a thoughtful practitioner. He can exploit an effective chart to obtain added visual impact without having to meet the requirement for admissibility of a typical trial exhibit (such as, authenticity, hearsay summary). For example, a list of the top ten misstatements made by the defendant could be shown to the jury during opening statement, closing argument, and relevant portions of testimony but could not be admitted as an exhibit. The only disadvantage to a demonstrative aid is that it may not be taken into the jury room during deliberations. By that time, however, the effective demonstrative aid has already fulfilled its persuasive purpose.

The trial court has discretion to determine whether and how a litigator may use demonstrative aids and, as with admissibility rulings, the trial judge’s decision will not be reversed absent an abuse of discretion and prejudice.37 The trial judge’s authority to make these decisions stems from MRE 611. The bounds of this discretion, as defined by Rule 611,38 appear similar to the standards outlined above for formally admitted evidence.39
Specifically Rule 611(a) gives the court reasonable control over the mode and order of interrogating witnesses and presenting evidence so as to... make the interrogation and presentation effective for the ascertainment of the truth [and] avoid needless consumption of time.\textsuperscript{40}

Demonstrative aids that are not relevant or probative arguably do not lead to “effective ascertainment of the truth”

Nevertheless, because the constraints on the use of demonstrative aids under MRE 611(a) are more vague and less developed than those that constrict the use of demonstrative exhibits under MRE 401, 403, 901, 1006, and the hearsay rules, a trial lawyer might use a demonstrative aid to make a visual point that he might not be able to make using a demonstrative exhibit.

Again, the chances that a court will allow a demonstrative aid to be approved may be maximized if the opposing counsel is given a prior opportunity to challenge it, particularly when the aid is complex. Also, the more argumentative or misleading an aid is, the more likely the court will find its prejudicial value outweighs its relevancy. Finally under the normal rules of argument, an attorney should not present new facts or misstate testimony.\textsuperscript{41} Thus, if counsel uses charts during dosing argument, the arguments and facts outlined should be based on evidence previously admitted and not be misleading. In short, both demonstrative exhibits and demonstrative aids must be relevant and fair.\textsuperscript{42}

**TIPS FOR THE PRACTITIONER**

Demonstrative exhibits and aids are powerful tools in litigation. But, as with any power tool, it can be misused to the user’s detriment. The following tips are designed to prevent that from happening.\textsuperscript{43}

**Choose demonstrative tools that are appropriate to the case**—If you have a simple trial in a small community, the most high-tech demonstrative tools are not cost efficient and may alienate the jury.

**Keep demonstrative evidence simple and easy to understand**—Focus your demonstrative tools on the most important elements of your case. Your goal is to assist understanding and to persuade, not to overwhelm the jury or distract them from oral testimony. Appropriate use of size and color can maximize effectiveness.

**Evaluate your demonstrative tools objectively**—Make sure they accurately reflect the information that you wish to convey and make the points you intend. Have several lay persons review the tools before use. Have fellow counsel analyze whether opposing counsel will be able to use the tool against you.
Maximize your chances for admission—Familiarize yourself with the idiosyncracies of your judge. If fellow counsel does not know the court’s reputation, interview the court deputy and bailiff. In cases where it is advisable, seek a motion in limine, make demonstrative tools available to opposing counsel, or suggest limiting instructions for the jury. Design the tools so that they are not unduly prejudicial or misleading and so that they require minimum courtroom disruption.

Familiarize yourself with the courtroom—Know where electrical outlets are. Investigate the best places for equipment. Note the best sight lines for the judge and the jury by sitting in their respective seats. Be aware of light and shadows or objects that might obstruct the presentation. If possible, set up the demonstrative tool before court session begins.

Prepare Backup—Disappointments are inevitable. Make sure you have back-up technical and evidentiary support. For example, if you are preparing a computer presentation, bring a spare computer and an extra disk. If you have not obtained a prior ruling on whether you may use the demonstrative tool, have alternate plans for presenting your evidence or argument.

Make intelligent use of support personnel—Many demonstrative tools cannot be prepared in-house. Do not be penny wise and pound foolish. Professional demonstrative tools maximize effectiveness. Anticipate the need for outside personnel so that they may assist immediately. Re-creations, simulations, or animations are best constructed upon data obtained as soon as possible after the event that gave rise to the litigation. If experts are needed to present the demonstrative tools, rehearse them frequently.
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